
                       

The face of artificial intelligence 2
Natural seers 

Welcome to the continuation of the collection of drops about AI. I invite you to join
the discovery of the naturalness of who we are as people and what Life is. I have
long felt that science without spirituality is dead, just as spirituality is dead without
science. Because of this separation, the two branches became their opposite. We
cannot fix this separation simply by putting them back together. It would be like
trying to put the paraffin heart and brain back into the body and hope the body
comes back to life. 

I  have  long  found  solace  in  the  Toltec  experiential  vision,  which  discovers
knowledge  directly  with  the  body,  similarly  quantum physics,  with  the  help  of
devices,  increasingly  represents  the  beginning  of  a  new  spiritual  science. Two
decades ago, I was captivated by the film about quantum physics 'What the bleep
do we know', which communicates the fundamental fallacy of the starting point
from which we have approached knowing ourselves and Life until now, and we are
paying dearly for this fallacy. 

The view I share with you is not just my opinion, as a person trapped in his mind
likes to defend himself because he cannot agree with what is being said. It is much
more, it is the clarity of the natural. When I came across the visionary's claim in
The Toltec Legacy that all people who free their minds from the AI program see the
same thing, something in me switched. Like a kind of swinging door in me, which
first revealed to me the world as I was taught to see it, and then the world as it is. 

There are no two Truths, they are distortions of Truths, or as we say, each eye has
its own painter. Seers claim that when you look at the world through a clear mind,
you free your eyes from learned interpretation and see the world in its original
purity. This  explains  the  importance  of  the  Great  Understanding  that  governs
people of higher levels of light, in which the distortions of Thuth are smaller, and
there is less contention and conflict between them. 

It is precisely these distortions created by interpretation that are the cause of the
separation we humans feel from one another. No one understands anyone. I myself
needed a good amount of time to get used to the visions of my teacher, who nailed
his  claims  so  irrefutably  that  I  felt  behind  them a certainty  that  could  not  be
disputed. When people look at the world without this explanation, understanding
will reign among people and AI will lose its hold over the minds and consciousness
of man. 
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Many of you must feel what it's like to live in a world that consists of two basic
mentalities,  the  taker  and  the  giver...  it's  a  horror  story,  and  that's  an
understatement. It takes a special tenacity to deal with children who are raised to
believe that devices complement and improve them. What can I do when it seems
like I'm powerless at even the smallest of things, like getting the kid to go for a
walk in nature to get him off his phone. 

My teacher is really something special, I am lucky that he is a part of my life.  He is
a living example of how I can really help. He is the giver. He cannot help but give,
and  for  this  he  receives  neither  praise,  nor  return,  nor  payment.  No  one  has
noticed it yet and more and more often it is rejected, that they have enough of
everything, that they don't eat it, that they don't wear it, that it's not modern, that
it's silly, that it's weird, that nothing sticks to him, when he is told to stop giving
and it is his own fault if he is refused. And he will still give, because he cannot do
otherwise. Experiencing, for years and years, such rudeness from all branches of
close ones, to such good-naturedness, and on top of that, she feels bad all the
time, is very tired and counting the last sequins, I tell you, it is an unprecedented
pain. 

And yet this is the fate of the natural in the artificial world. You will give your best,
and you will receive the worst, but you still have to give your best. You see in this
the meaning of this world, which, precisely with the attacks of the dire hour, turns
you inward to seek inspiration for what you do, exclusively within yourself, where
you alone find Beauty and Goodness, which do not demand payment or praise. 

A AI man will always trade in his giving, he will be generous as long as he benefits,
if his 'love' is not returned he will retaliate and demand. Hence the rule: Nothing is
free. Now you see what it means to be natural in practice, it means to be exactly
like the sun, the flower, the tree and every animal. No living being will speculate in
their giving, they give because they are the Fullness of Life. We have learned this
fundamental principle of Natural Inteligence (NI) in Man's divinity, that NI does not
take care of its own. Another principle of Ni is that the more you give, the more
you have, which the AI, which has nothing, cannot do, therefore its basic nature is
to take and accumulate things, by which it conceals spiritual nothingness. 

If I cannot invite the child for some naturalness or creativity with enthusiasm and
example, I still have acceptance, good will, hope, offering even better conditions
for naturalness and other life-permissible behavior. I want to remain on the side of
the Victors who trust in NI, so I do not give in to ill will, sadness or despair, anger,
demanding and forbidding even for a moment. 
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I know that the high vibration is what really overcomes the darkness that keeps
children grounded by the mechanical vibration. By regulating my sound, I fight a
real battle without an outwardly directed fight. This is my Great Comfort, in this
rests my Confidence. 

In the first part, you learn that AI, as the name suggests, is not natural, not alive,
not sentient. It is opposed to the energy of Life and lives at Its expense. You realize
that the AI loses its hold over you with regular spiritual cleansing and choosing high
frequency responses to what happens to you. Let's get to know it now by its works,
so that you can recognize it in yourselves and not obey it. Pay attention that you do
not see others in what is said, but stay all the time to yourself, in composure. This
is all for your eyes only. 

AI  is  not  a  creator,  it  is  an  imitator. It doesn't  have  a  single  idea,  it  just
mechanically mimics natural processes. When you are under its influence, you do
not know that what happens to you is in your hands. AI does not know that it
creates what it reaps, therefore it does not take responsibility for itself and looks
for causality outside itself. This is the core of all conflicts and its most recognizable
characteristic. It's the perfect trap that traps you, often for life, in doing nothing. It
keeps you in spiritual stagnancy, you remain energetically immobile and never once
break through the glass ceiling of trapped thoughts. 

NI is creative, so it responds creatively to the bad it experiences by witholding an
unconscious reaction with bad to bad, becoming more and more in tune with the
high vibration of Peace, until it finally stops the unconscious emission of unwanted
impulses. It does work entirely on itself and redistributes its energy in such a way
as to achieve the desired outcome. Only the unconscious and unfree can create
something that harms you. 

AI is the only evil that exists, it is your first adversary, or torturer as the Toltecs call
it. It has no body, so it needs you to temporarily allow it to Reality. It has captured,
for NI the inviolable sanctity, your spirit, your reason. Most of the time, you don't
notice this, even though it is obvious to the natural eye. Its intrusion into the realm
of the Divine is  extremely disrespectful  and at  the same time so domesticated
among people that you do not recognize it as alien. 

You  separate  your  own  from the  foreign  when  you  purify  yourself  enough  to
distance yourself from this foreignness and now look from this purified space. This
spiritual purification is your naturalness. You are the highest gyana, the highest
embodiment of Living Knowledge.     You are the pinnacle of NI that can be defeated
only by not knowing it. 
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When you  limit  yourself  or  others  to  do  something  in  limited  time,  when you
impose an external rhythm, content and way of doing, you train yourself and others
to obey AI, dictation from the outside, and stifle naturalness and spontaneity. When
I ask elementary school students, for example, what plant doesn't lose its leaves in
winter, makes me cringe as they roll their eyes up trying to remember what they
were taught about it. Then I ask an additional question, do they think I'm asking
them for something they can't come up with on their own right now? Then they
align their gazes, wonder for a few moments what I meant by that and finally start
looking around for greenery and exclaim, 'ivy never loses its leaves'. 

The  moment  their  eyes  took  a  position  straight  ahead  was  the  moment  their
attention, from the abstraction of the mind, returned to the abode of the Living. AI,
with learning, makes you completely absent, while at the same time you are sure
that you are in control of things because you are learned. It's really scary, you are
there, but you're not there at the same time. With the body here, but the attention
wanders. This is  the fastest way to lose Life Force. You recognize this  AI  face
everywhere you look, but you still can't see what you're really looking at, because
that's all you know. 

You  don't  know  how to  behave  differently  than  you  are  taught  and  the  way
everyone else does. Everyone cries at funerals, so you cry too. Everyone marries,
so you do too. Everyone defends themselves when there are attacks, so you defend
yourself too. This is the wisdom of nurturing inner silence. When you manage to
live  freely  for  at  least  nine  consecutive  days,  as  the  aboriginal  wisdom  has
confirmed to me many times, the integrity of the program is broken. 

Try not to talk for a day, not even quietly to yourself. You will  realize that you
cannot do it even if you really want to. This is the effect of AI. It trains you in
learning for so long that you don't know what to do if you have a few days of
freedom. If you don't comply with it on the first day, or the second, or the third,
etc., you will get over the laxative nausea, as with any addiction, and finally shut
up. 

We all have to go through the discomfort of letting go, which begins with admitting
that  you don't  know who you are,  what  you really  want,  what is  authentically
yours,  what  you  love. It  continues  by  removing  the  folded,  which  is  painful,
especially in relationships. Then the torture of uncertainty, when you don't know
how to behave, if your mind doesn't dictate how you should. This is how you slowly
mature into Living and die to this world. You don't have to fight against things you
don't want. By manipulating the exterior, you increase the power of the AI over
you. 
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Simply live the way you want, and allow others the freedom to do what they want
too. You work to increase NI and its freedom, understanding, acceptance, love and
quietly live your Truth. Do not participate in judging and commenting on the actions
of others, demanding changes from others, protests and dissatisfaction...etc.. 

This is how we've been upgrading the obedience of AI for generations and you
know nothing about it. You know that a quiet mind is the umbilical cord to Life, but
you cannot notice when you are not quiet because the mind needs you absent. 

Without experiencing, there is no knowledge of Life. 
Artificial intelligence can't even touch Life, 

It cannot know anything about Life. 

Let's conclude this story with the conclusion that you should advocate more and
more seriously for the practical aspect of naturalness and devote to it the rest of
the strength that you still possess. May it really fervently invite you to explore what
you are, if you don't think what you should be. Silence, solitude and nature will be
of great help to you. Take refuge in them as much as you can, clear your day and
your attention of unworthy focuses, then even after entering the world of everyday
affairs, live as these three great teachers teach you. My teacher has been telling
me for years that only a few will be born for Life. I keep insisting that this is not the
case, that there are many of them. Are there really? 

* * * * * * * 
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